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HOLY SMOKES, HAVE YOU GUYS HEARD WHO'S MC'ing THE
SUMMER HOP NYEve PARTY???!
Pinch me - I'm dreaming! We're absolutely blown away to have
the fabulous and fierce Hugo Grrrl as MC for the Summer Hop
2019! New Year's Eve party!!
Hugo Grrrl is a drag king, a doofus and a Wellington-based
comedy and cabaret producer, creating smutty, rougharound-the-edges, politically-charged late-night theatre
that’s bound to leave ya with a smile on your face and a bit of
glitter in your hair. He won season 1 of NZ’s drag race (House
of Drag) making him the first drag king ever to both feature in
and win a televised reality competition.
He’s headlining the Austin International Drag Festival 2019,
won Best Producer, Best MC and Outstanding Achievement
(for diversity in comedy) at The Wellington Comedy Awards
2018 and was nominated for Wellingtonian of The Year for
contribution to the arts 2018. He’s the lad who's always happy
to see you, he aims to sexually confuse, he's Hugo Grrrl!

SOUNDING SWEET!
Dan Yeabsley has been a pillar in the Wellington music scene since the 1990’s and has been in great
bands such as Twinset, The Black Seeds, and Fat Freddys Drop.
As well as an accomplished saxophinist, Dan is also one of the top double bass players in Wellington.
With his hand picked trio you’re in safe hands as you dance in the first few hours of 2019.
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While our bands take a well deserved
drinks break, we are after about 5 DJs
from our Summer Hop Crew to play a set
or two. It will be awesome to have a mix
of individual DJs to keep the vibes going.
Email amy.burt@sugarfootstomp.co.nz
and she will let you know when and where
you can play the mix tape.

DJ BATTLE

2 MORE NEEDED
We are after 2 more participants
for the DJ Battle. Email
amy.burt@sugarfootstomp.co.nz
ASAP. Great for beginner DJs.

